Before 1850: Strategies for Early American Research

Beginning genealogists with access to census and vital records may not encounter an actual research challenge until the 1840s.

Successful research prior to the 1850 census (the first census to list the names and ages of everyone in a household) requires that the genealogist adopt a strategic approach – learning how to conduct historical research – and not simple searching.

Research prior to the 1850s is more complicated for a number of reasons. The most obvious being that the 1790-1850 censuses only record Heads-of-household by name. However, this is not the only reason.

Practices

The thorough record-keeping practices of today’s government in no way resemble the practices of generations ago. For administrative records in the US (Court, Land, Civil) consult the REDBOOK (see sources) which provides comprehensive information on every county and state government.

The REDBOOK provides comprehensive dates for vital records, land, probate, and court records for all U.S. Counties. In addition, it provides information on courthouse fires and records losses, history of record keeping practices, outlines of the local legal system and the records of probate and court, land records, maps, church records, and other regional source material.

Coverture and Women’s Rights

Prior to 1850, most states (or colonies) practiced Coverture. Under Coverture, married women, or Feme Covert, were according to common law “covered” by their husbands. They lacked the right to own property, to draft or probate a will, or to be proprietor of a business. The first state to enact property rights was Mississippi in 1839.
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Conduct Reasonably Exhaustive Research

A process – which should not be limited to a single search query – but common practice throughout your genealogical research. Consult Standards 17 & 19:

- Seek evidence
- process findings
- interpret each source or document
- Correlate all the details
- Evaluate all of the evidence as it is presented
- Develop new queries based on findings

Embrace Evidence-Based Research

Databases like Ancestry and Familysearch provide global search functions – which can make early work very easy to perform. When the researcher hits 1850 – it becomes all stop.


There are three distinct types of evidence:

- **Direct Evidence** - Directly answers a research question.
- **Indirect Evidence** - Information which when combined with other information can be arranged into an argument for proof.
- **Negative Evidence** - An inference, which can be drawn from the absences of a situation that should exist under particular circumstances.

Evidence is not absolute. It is simply a method of proof – which is open to interpretation when supplied with more evidence.

Cluster Research

Mills’ quote references Family, Neighborhood, and Social Environment – a grouping she often refers to as the FAN Club (family, associates, neighbors). This FAN Club or “Cluster” is key to unlocking challenging genealogical queries. When working on an individual, you should always be mindful of their cluster and ask questions which lead in that direction: Who settled around them? Did anyone settle at the same time? Who did they go to church with? Who is their minister? Who were the prominent families in the area? Who owned the local general store?
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Blacksmith? Did they serve in the military with anyone? Does anyone appear as a witness on their records?

Common sources of cluster information include but are not limited to: Census, Tax, Voter’s Registrations, First Landowner Maps (see below), Plat Maps, Church Records, Court records, Roster Lists, etc. Look at dates of settlement, church membership, and other consistent variables. The example below shows a number of names from a Regional Periodical which correlate with a singular individual: Christian Grumrine. These individuals were not only early settlers, but all attended the same congregation – St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, Somerset, Ohio.

When in Doubt, Follow the Minister

Prior-20th Century – people did not just move about freely. They traveled in groups. The central figurehead of many of these groups was the Minister (Clergy) - and thankfully for us, these individuals were regularly written about – indeed, the most likely individual in any community to have a biography is a Minister. Local Histories often talk about the Ministers serving a particular church or group of churches. Encyclopedias exist for the various denominational clergy. Many ministers kept detailed journals – often-documenting baptisms, marriages, and burials that they conducted during as their duties. If you cannot work out where your ancestor came from, research the minister. Perhaps they came from the same location.

Ohio Archaeological and Historical Publications, Vol. XXVII, pp. 375
Connecting with Local History

When conducting genealogy, it is very easy to get hyper-focused on the family and forget the world in which they live. County histories, church histories, regional periodicals (at right), and local newspapers are all insightful sources that can help to unlock the secrets of your ancestor’s lives. Lists of early settlers or church founders can be used for cluster research. PERSI (Periodical Source Index) is a free database produced by the Allen County Library and is available on Find My Past — it’s a great way to locate regional history. And don’t overlook the local newspaper. You may find articles 20-30-50 years later that resolve your query!

Collateral Research

Do not make the mistake of only research direct lines. Much of genealogy is getting the background on brothers, sisters, cousins, in-laws. You never know when an article or will or death certificate — what have you — will be the key to your own direct ancestors question.

In the course example — a collateral son of a direct ancestor — revealed a newspaper article about how his long-lost aunt was living in the exact same town as he was. Researching this Aunt, two-additional brothers were located — and through them, the parents of the direct ancestor. Pursue all leads!

Identifying Migration Patterns

Local Histories can be a wealth of knowledge for unlocking migration patterns. Combine them with the many resource available such as Dollarhide’s Map Guide to American Migration Routes. Many early maps have been digitized and are available through the library of congress — such as the Abraham Bradley map (which details post-roads in 1804).
Where there is a Will, There is a Way

A terrible pun, for sure. Wills are a great resource. But don’t limit yourself there. Dig deep – seek out Probate, Land, Tax, and other records.

Probate

Of all the records available to us prior to 1850, perhaps the most useful records to locate are those of probate. Probates include Wills, Inventories, Administrations, Estate Sales, Guardianships and many other documents. Every document in the probate can prove valuable in your genealogical quest. Probates were not always handled by a “probate court”.

Research the practices for EVERY locality you are looking in.

There will not always be a Will. YES - Wills are the ideal find because they often name all the living family – but they do not always. Sometimes they use vague terms like “my beloved wife” or “my minor children”. In cases where there is no will and the individual died – Intestate – that doesn’t mean you should stop. Probate records for intestate cases often include guardianships for minors, distributions to heirs, estate sales, and other records which name cluster and collateral relationships.

Don’t limit your search to Probate Courts - Probates might be recorded in Courts of Chancery, Court of Common Pleas, Orphan’s Court, Civil Court, County Court, City Court – or other court variations. Sometimes the Probate is handled by one court – but the Guardianship – or transfers of land – by another. Consult the REDBOOK!

Deeds

Deed records document the transfer of land from one individual to another. During Coverture, married women could not own property – and they were not their husband’s legal heir. Instead, they received a dower – a 1/3rd right to interest in their husband’s estate. The great thing about this is – if her husband sold property – she would have to provide a dower release.

There are many instances where the dower release or deed acknowledgement are the only place a married woman’s name might appear.

The value of deeds are not limited to married women. Deeds can tell a story – examples from the program included the provision of an Alienation Fine – or the exchange of land from an Aunt to her nephews – on their reaching legal age to receive their inheritance.
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